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1. Introduction 
In the last few years there has been considerable interest in the problem of deter- 
mining the structure of a soluble group G which is a product of two subgroups H, 
K satisfying finiteness conditions (see for example [l-3, 8, 12-161). The principal 
problem is to determine whether the finiteness condition on H and K must also be 
satisfied by G. This is known to be the case when the finiteness condition is the 
minimal condition for subgroups [2] and when it is the maximal condition for 
subgroups [8, 151. A minimax group is a group with a finite series each of whose 
factors satisfies either the minimal condition or the maximal condition for 
subgroups, and Problem 9.54 of the Kourovka Notebook [7] asks whether a soluble 
product G = HK of two minimax groups H, K must be a minimax group. There have 
been a number of partial results asserting that G is minimax subject to extra restric- 
tions on the subgroups H and K [3, 13, 14, 161. Here we solve this problem com- 
pletely. 
Theorem Al. If G is a soluble group and G is a product of two minimax groups, 
then G is a minimax group. 
We refer the reader to [lo] for a discussion of the basic properties of soluble 
minimax groups. Every soluble minimax group H has a finite series in which each 
factor is cyclic or quasicyclic, and the minimax rank m(H) of H is the number of 
infinite factors in such a series. The invariant thus defined is additive on extensions 
and has the additional property that if HO is a subgroup of H, then m(H,) = m(H) 
if and only if HO has finite index in H. A rather deeper result is that if G is a solu- 
ble minimax group and G = HK, then 
m(G)+m(HnK)=m(H)+m(K) 
(see [12]). Every soluble minimax group H has a series of characteristic subgroups 
l<H,<H,rH, 
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with H, an abelian by finite group satisfying the minimal condition for subgroups, 
H2/H, a torsion-free nilpotent group and H/H, a finitely generated abelian by 
finite group. Soluble minimax groups are now quite well understood, though less 
so than polycyclic groups. On the other hand, our knowledge of their representation 
theory is rudimentary. 
Suppose we attempt to prove Theorem Al by induction on the derived length of 
G. We may therefore assume that G has an abelian normal subgroup M such that 
G/A4 is minimax, and we must prove that M is minimax. We write 
H,=HnKM, K,=KnHM and G1=(H1,K,). 
It is easy to verify that 
G,=H,M=K,M=H,K,. 
The subgroup B= (H, fl M)(K, fl M) is minimax and normal in G, and so it will 
suffice to replace G, H, K, M by the images in G,/M of G,, H,, K, , M and prove 
that M is minimax. In other words, we may assume 
G=HM=KM=HK and HnM=KnM=l. 
We regard M as an H-module. The map 6 : H+ M assigning to each element h of 
H the unique element of (K I K) fl M is surjective and is easily checked to be a 
derivation; that is 
for all hi, h,EH. 
Therefore Theorem Al will follow if we show that whenever 6 : H+M is a surjec- 
tive derivation from a soluble minimax group H to an H-module M then, regarded 
as a group, M is minimax. In fact we shall do slightly more. We call a derivation 
6: H+M near/y surjective if the set H6 has finite complement in M. Our main 
theorem is 
Theorem B. Let 6 : H+M be a nearly surjective derivation from a soluble minimax 
group H to an H-module M. Then, regarded as a group, M is minimax. 
Before discussing this result from a module-theoretic point of view, we describe 
another group-theoretic consequence. This concerns doubly transitive permutation 
groups. Let F be a field and let T(F) denote the group of permutations of F of the 
form 
x-axO+b 
where aE F \ {0}, b E F and cs is a field automorphism of IF. It is clear that T(F) is 
doubly transitive, and if F is finite, then T(F) is soluble. It is not hard to prove that 
every doubly transitive metabelian permutation group is isomorphic as a permuta- 
tion group to a subgroup of some group T(F), and it was shown by Huppert [5] that, 
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apart from certain groups of degrees 32, .52, 72, 92, 1 l* and 232, every doubly tran- 
sitive finite soluble permutation group can be embedded in some group Z(E). The 
question which arises, whether or not, with few exceptions, every doubly transitive 
soluble group can be embedded in some permutation group T(F), may well be rather 
difficult. The following result, which shows that there are no exceptions among in- 
finite abelian by minimax groups, may therefore be of some interest: 
Theorem A2. If G is a soluble abelian by minimux group which permutes a set Q 
doubly transitively, then both C2 and G are finite. 
Standard arguments show that this follows from Theorem B. Choose OJEQ, let 
H be the stabilizer of o in G and let M be an abelian normal subgroup of G with 
G/M minimax. Because H is a maximal subgroup of G which can contain no non- 
trivial normal subgroup of G we have G = HM; therefore H 17 M is normal in G and 
so trivial. It follows that if m,, m2 are non-trivial elements of M, then om, and 
urn2 are distinct from cc), so that there is an element g of G with wg=w and 
omlg=omz. Therefore both g and m, gm; ’ lie in H, and so g- ’ m, gm; ’ E Hfl M 
and tn:’ = m,. This shows that the non-trivial elements of M form a single orbit 
under the action of H by conjugation on M. We regard M as an H-module and 
choose m0 E M \ { 0). The inner derivation 6 : H +M defined by h ,-+ m,(h - 1) has 
image M\ { - mO} and so is nearly surjective. Therefore M is finite by Theorem B. 
Because G = HM, the M-orbit containing o is Q, and so both Q and G are finite. 
The above argument shows that Theorem A2 is essentially the assertion that sim- 
ple modules of a certain type are finite. After some reductions, so is Theorem B: 
we have to show that there is no infinite simple module M for a soluble minimax 
group H with the property that there is a nearly surjective derivation from H to M. 
All soluble minimax groups which are not polycyclic have infinite simple modules. 
However very little is known in general about these modules, and, apart from some 
ideas introduced by Brookes in [4], there are few techniques available for studying 
them. As an illustration of this, we point out that it is not known whether a simple 
module M for a soluble minimax group must satisfy pM=O for some prime p. 
Therefore when we come to analyse a putative counterexample, an infinite simple 
H-module M equipped with a nearly surjective derivation, we shall use the existence 
of the derivation heavily. It will allow us to make rather strong assertions about M 
as a module for the normal subgroups of H, and these eventually lead to a con- 
tradiction. 
The reduction of the proof of Theorem B to the case of simple modules is con- 
ducted in Section 2. For surjective derivations this reduction was done in [13], and 
the reader interested primarily in products of groups and surjective derivations 
might prefer, after glancing at the result 2.3, to pass immediately to Section 3, and 
ignore all subsequent appearances of the word ‘nearly’. Most of Section 3 is oc- 
cupied with the development of the ideas and results concerning derivations fun- 
damental to our treatment of simple modules. The result 3.8 is of a different nature. 
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It is based on the work of Brookes [4] and it is applicable to more general modules 
for soluble minimax groups. After these preliminaries, the proof of Theorem B is 
carried out in Section 4. 
2. Reduction to simple modules 
Our first two results are elementary and essentially well known. 
2.1. Let 6: H-+M be a derivation from a group H to an H-module M, and let 
C= C,(M). Then the restriction 6 ic of 6 to C is a homomorphism of H-operator 
groups. In particular the set C6 is an H-submodule of M, and if H is a minimax 
group, then so is Cc?. 
Proof. If cl, CUE C, then 
(c, c,)6 = ci 6c, + c,6 = c, 6 + c,& 
If CEC and heH, then 
(ch)6=(h-1(ch))6=h-16ch+(ch)6=h-’6h+c&h+h~=cljh. 
The result follows. 
2.2. Let 6 : H-* M be a nearly surjective derivation from a group H to an H-module 
M, and let I be an H-submodule of M. Then the set HI= (h : ha E I> is a subgroup 
and 6 IH, is a nearly surjective derivation, regarded as a map to I. Moreover 
IM: II is finite if and only if IH: HII is finite. 
Proof. If hl, h2E H,, then 
Thus H, is a subgroup and clearly the set Z\H$=In (M\ H6) is finite. If 
hl,hZEH, then I+h,6=Z+h,6 if and only if h,&h,dEI, and this is so if and 
only if the element (h, h;‘)6 = (h, 6 - h,d)h;’ lies in I. Therefore there is a well- 
defined injective map from the set of right cosets of HI in H to M/I defined by 
H, h H I+ ha, and so lM: II is finite if and only if IH: HII is finite. 
2.3. Suppose that H is a soluble minimax group and 6 : H+M a surjective deriva- 
tion from H to an H-module M which is not minimax. Then there exist a subgroup 
H, of H, a homomorphic image A, of H, and an infinite faithful simple A,- 
module M, such that 
(a) there is a surjective derivation from I!?, to M,, and 
(b) the FC-centre of A, is trivial. 
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This follows from [ 13, Theorem 31. However this result was stated in the language 
of products of groups, and so we provide a brief translation. Suppose 6, H, M as 
above, and define G to be the split extension of A4 by H. It is easy to verify that 
the set K= {h(M) : h E H} is a subgroup of G and that G = HK. Since G is not 
minimax, [13, Theorem 31 guarantees the existence of a quotient G1 of a subgroup 
of G and subgroups A,, R, of G, such that G, has an infinite minimal normal 
subgroup M, satisfying 
G,=A,Ri=H,Mi=K,Mi and A,flM,=R,nM,=l, 
and such that C,,(M,) = 1 and 8, has trivial FC-centre. The map assigning to 
each element x of A, the unique element of (x-‘Ri) flA4, is then a surjective 
derivation from A, to the infinite simple A, -module M, . 
We can now begin the reduction of the study of modules equipped with nearly 
surjective derivations to the study of simple such modules. 
2.4. Suppose that H is a soluble minimax group and 6 : H+M a nearly surjective 
derivation to an H-module M which is not a minimax group. Then there exist a 
subgroup H, of H, a homomorphic image A, of H, and an infinite faithful simple 
A,-module Ml such that there is a nearly surjective derivation from R, to M,. 
Proof. We suppose the result false and choose 6, H, M demonstrating the fact with 
m(H) as small as possible. If I is an H-submodule of infinite index in M and HI 
is as defined in 2.2, then m(H,)<m(H), and 6 induces a nearly surjective deriva- 
tion from H, to I. It follows that every submodule of infinite index in M is 
minimax. Let (JJ be an ascending chain of minimax submodules, with union J. 
Since J\ H6 is finite we have J \ H61 JA for some A. Thus 6 induces a surjective 
derivation from HJ= {h E H: ha E J} to J/Jk. By 2.3, J/Ji is minimax, and so 
therefore is J. We conclude by Zorn’s Lemma that the join K of all minimax sub- 
modules of M is minimax. Passing to the quotient module M/K we may assume that 
M has no non-zero minimax submodules. 
Therefore we may assume that every non-zero submodule of M has finite index. 
First suppose that there is an infinite strictly descending chain (Mj) of submodules. 
Then nMj must be zero, and, since 0= 16 and M\ H6 is finite, the set M\ H6 lies 
outside some submodule M;. It follows that M, is the image under a derivation of 
a subgroup of H, and so is minimax by 2.3. Thus M is also minimax, and we have 
a contradiction. Therefore M has a simple submodule L of finite index. Let H, be 
the preimage of L under 6. By 2.2, IH: H, 1 is finite, so that L has finite composi- 
tion length as an H,-module and thus has an infinite simple HI-module image 
L/N. The map 8: H, + L/N induced by 6 is a nearly surjective derivation. Write 
C= C,,(L/N). By 2.1, C8=0, and therefore the map Ch H h8 is a well-defined 
nearly surjective derivation from HI/C to L/N. Since we were supposing the result 
false, this is a contradiction, and 2.4 is proved. 
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The above result resembles 2.3 but its conclusion is weaker since it is not claimed 
that the FC-centre of Z?, is trivial. It does not seem easy to establish this at this 
stage, and we shall merely prove that the FC-centre of Hi is finite. We require 
three further preparatory results. 
2.5. Let H be a group and M a simple H-module such that C,(M) = 1. If the FC- 
centre of H contains a non-trivial abelian normal subgroup of H, then 
H’(H, M)=O. 
This is a consequence of [l 1, Theorem 11. 
2.6. Let H be a soluble group of finite torsion-free rank and M a simple H-module 
such that M \ {O) is a union of finitely many H-orbits. Then both M and the centre 
of H/C,(M) are torsion-groups. 
Proof. We may assume C,(M) = 1. Let r=Endz,(M). By Schur’s Lemma r is a 
division ring. Write r* = r\ (0). Choose m, EM \ (0) and define 
Thus for each heH, we may write m, h= y,,m, with yhEr*. If m,h = yhml and 
m,h’= yhSml, then ml h-’ = y;‘m, and ml hh’= yhyh’m,. It follows that H, is a 
subgroup and that the map 0: h H y,, from H, to r* is a homomorphism. Choose 
representatives ml, . . . , m,EPm, for the H-orbits which intersect Pm,; say 
mi=pimi with /.liEr* for each i. If AET*, then we can find iir and hE:H with 
Am, = m; h. Thus Am, =,u, ml h, so that h E H, and I =pcli yh. It follows that Ho0 has 
finite index in r* and that r* is a soluble by finite group of finite torsion-free rank. 
In particular r cannot have subfields isomorphic to either Q or ffP(X) with X a 
transcendental, and the centre of r must be an algebraic extension of FP for some 
prime p. We conclude that pM=O and, since the action of H on M provides an 
embedding of the centre of H in the centre of I; that the centre of H is a 
torsion-group. 
2.1. Let H be a soluble minimax group and M an infinite faithful H-module such 
that the set M\(O) is a single H-orbit. Then H cannot have an infinite normal 
torsion-subgroup. 
Proof. Otherwise H has a strictly ascending chain (A;: iE N) of finite abelian nor- 
mal subgroups, with union A, say. By 2.6, since M is clearly simple, pM=O for 
some prime p. Choose ml EM\ (0). Since for each i the non-zero cyclic 5PpAi- 
submodules of M are H-conjugate, they must all be simple. In particular 
M,=m, FPpAi s a simple FP,Aj-module for each i. It follows that &?=m, [F&l is a 
simple F,A-module: if N is a non-zero submodule, then Nil M,#O for all suffi- 
ciently large i, and if NO M,#O, then since NnMi is an FP,Ai-submodule we have 
M;<N. 
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Let [F = EndEPA(A4). By Schur’s Lemma, 5 is a division ring; and since the im- 
age of A in EndFD(@) lies in and spans [F, it follows that [F is in fact a field and 
that ti= m, [F. If [F is finite, then for some s> 0 the image of AS= (as;0 EA) in IF 
is trivial; thus AS centralizes m, and the FPH-module C&4’) is non-trivial and so 
equals M. This is a contradiction, since H acts faithfully on M. Therefore, because 
[F is a field extension of EP generated by roots of unity, IF*= 1F \ {0} is an infinite 
torsion group. Moreover by a theorem of Zsigmondy[l7] (see [6, Theorem 1X.8.3]), 
IF* must have infinitely many non-trivial Sylow subgroups. It follows that [F* has 
an infinite ascending chain 
of characteristic subgroups with all factors U, + 1 /U, infinite, since we could for in- 
stance index the non-trivial Sylow subgroups with the elements of N x N and define 
U, to be the product of all Sylow subgroups indexed by pairs (i,j) with isn. The 
action of H on A by conjugation induces an action on [F as field automorphisms. 
Thus 1F* becomes an H-module, and the subgroups U, are submodules. 
We define HO=(hEH:m,hEm15*}. Thus if heHO we may write m,h=m,f, 
with fh E [F*. The map B : h ++ fh from HO to 1F* is clearly surjective. For h, h’E HO 
we have 
and 
m,h-’ = m,h~l(fh)h~‘(fh~l)h~’ = ml fhhP1(fhel)h ’ = ml(fhP1)h ’
m, hh’= (ml fh)h’= (ml h’)f[‘= ml f,‘ft’. 
These calculations show that HO is a subgroup and that 19 : HO + iF* is a surjective 
derivation. For each positive integer n define H, to be the preimage of U, under 8. 
By 2.2, IH,, , : H, 1 is infinite for each n. However this implies that m(H,+ 1)> 
m(H,) for each n, and a contradiction ensues. 
It is now an easy matter to prove the main result of this section. 
2.8. Suppose that H is a soluble minimax group and 6 : H+M a nearly surjective 
derivation from H to an H-module which is not minimax. Then there exist a 
subgroup H, of H, a homomorphic image 8, of H, and an infinite faithful simple 
Al-module Ml such that 
(a) there is a nearly surjective derivation from A, to M,, 
(b) the FC-centre of I?, is finite, and 
(c) 17, has a non-trivial torsion-free abelian normal subgroup. 
Proof. By 2.4 there are 8, and M, satisfying condition (a); we show that (b) 
follows from (a). We may assume that the FC-centre of H is non-trivial. Thus 2.5 
is applicable, and the nearly surjective derivation 6i from A, to M, is inner; say 
hd, = m,(h - 1) for all h E HI. However this implies that the orbit ml A, has finite 
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complement in M, . If M, \ ((0) U m, Hi) were non-empty, the group generated by 
it would be an Ai-submodule and would be finitely generated as an abelian group, 
and so M, would be finite. Therefore M, \ (0) must be an Al-orbit, and 2.7 yields 
that the maximal normal torsion-subgroup T of Hi is finite. So if the FC-centre of 
A, were infinite, then it would contain an element of infinite order, and some nor- 
mal subgroup K of HI of finite index would have infinite centre. However M, \ (0) 
is a union of finitely many K-orbits, and if we can show that M, is simple as a K- 
module, then 2.6, with Kin place of H, will yield a contradiction. By a theorem of 
Neumann [9] one of the K-orbits in M, \ { 0} must generate a subgroup of finite in- 
dex in M,; and since M, can have no finite K-module composition factors, this or- 
bit generates M,. Indeed, since the K-orbits in M, \ (0) are permuted transitively 
by t7,, each of them must generate M,, and the simplicity of Mi as a K-module 
follows. 
Therefore (b) has been established, and a routine argument now gives (c). Choose 
a non-trivial torsion-free abelian normal subgroup F/T of Al/T and let E = C,-(T). 
So E is nilpotent of class at most two, with derived group of exponent dividing 
n=ITl, and E”=( e”; e E E) is abelian. The torsion-subgroup of E” is the finite 
group E” n T and so there is a subgroup B such that E” = (En fl T) x B. Therefore 
the subgroup En2 =B” is a torsion-free abelian normal subgroup of Hi. 
3. Further preparations for Theorem B 
We begin with some results designed to shed light on the structure of a simple H- 
module with a nearly surjective derivation, regarded as a module for the normal 
subgroups of H. Throughout this section, F denotes an arbitrary field. 
3.1. Let 6 : H+ M be a derivation from a group H to an IFH-module M, and suppose 
that B is an abelian normal subgroup of H. Write P for the [F-vector space [F(B6) 
spanned by B6, and define 
A?=(mEM: mrEPforsomerE[FB\b} and I?=(hEH:haEA?), 
where b denotes the augmentation ideal of [FB. Then I? is a subgroup and ii!i is an 
(FI?-module. 
Proof. If b,, b2 E B, then (b, 6bz) = (b, b&3- bz6, and it follows that P is an [FB- 
module. So therefore is ti. Suppose that rn E A? and h EA. Thus we may write 
mr = C ~;(bis) with r E [FB \ b and with 1, E F and bi E B for each i. Then 
(mh)rh =mrh= zAi((bi6)h)= cA;(hSb,h+ bp&hhs), 
and so (mh)rhE&?; say (mh)rhr’EP where r’E FB\b. Since rhr’E LFB\b it follows 
that mh EA?. Therefore if h,6, h26 EM, then (h, h2)6 = h, 6h, + h,6 E@, so that A 
is closed with respect to products. It remains only to show that r? is closed with 
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respect to inverses. Suppose ha EI@, so that there is a relation h&t = C~j(6jS) 
with r’ E FB \b. Then 
h-‘JrF ‘= hP’6hrlh-‘= -h&,hP’= - z,uj((bj6)hP1) 
= - C~j(h~‘6b~~‘+b~~‘6-h-‘6). 
so 
I h- 6r,= - pCc((bhm’S)~P c 3 J J 
where 
r2=r:-‘+ Cpj(b,h ‘- 1); 
and r, $ b since r, $ b. 
3.2. Suppose that S is a non-empty subsemigroup of an abelian by finite group H. 
Then 
(a) (S) =SS’=S-‘S, and 
(b) IW:<SnH,lI f’ ‘t f IS rm e or each subgroup HO of finite index in H, 
Proof. (a) Let K be an abelian normal subgroup of finite index in H, and let 
JH:Kl =m. If sr, ~;ES, then 
-I= 
SlS2 Sl 
l-fnS;)lSZf~?S;II~l _~-llls~!ns;)Is~~l E_plS. 
So SSpl~S-‘S, and similarly S-‘S<SS’. The assertion follows. 
(b) This will follow if we prove that (S fl Ho) = (S) fl HO. Let K, = n(H,” : h E H) 
and let lH:K,I =n. Ifs,, s,ES, then 
-1 
SlS2 “SlS2 “~‘s;“ES(SnK,)IS(SnH,). 
Therefore (S) =S<SflH,), and so 
<s)nH,=(S(SnH,))nH()=(SnH,)(SnH,)=(SnH,), 
as required. 
The relevance here of this lemma on subsemigroups is explained by the following 
result: 
3.3. Let 6 : H+A4 be a derivation from a group H to an IFH-module kf, andsuppose 
D Q H. Define 
N = F(D6), S={h:hdEN} and T=S-‘. 
Then 
(a) N is an FD-module and is a homomorphic image of the augmentation ideal 
of FD; 
(b) Nsl N and (SF’)6 = NC’ n (Ha) for s E S; moreover S is a subsemigroup of 
H. 
Suppose further that H/D is abelian by finite. Then 
(c) N= u(Nt : tE T) is an (S)-submodule and <S)s=Nfl (Ha). 
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Proof. (a) If d, , d2 ED, then (d, 6)d2 = (d, d2)8 - d2 6, and so N is an FD-module. 
The map d- 1~ da extends to a vector space epimorphism from the augmentation 
ideal of FD to N, and this is a homomorphism of FD-modules since we have 
dl d2 - 1 = (d, - l)d, + (d2 - 1) for all d, , d2 ED. 
(b) If deD and SES, then 
dSs = (sd)dS + d”6 - sS E N. 
Therefore Nsl N for each s E S. Hence if s,, s2 E S we have 
so that S is a subsemigroup. Let SE S. If h EH, then ha E NY’ if and only if the 
element h&= (hs)6 -sS lies in N, and this is the case if and only if hs E S. Thus 
Ns-’ fl (H6) = (Ss-‘)6, as required. 
(c) Now we assume that H/D is abelian by finite. Because S evidently contains 
D, it follows from 3.2 that (S) =ST. 
Clearly Ntr N for each t in T by (b). Given t,, t2 E T, we choose t’, YE T with 
t2tc1 = t’-‘t”. Then 
Nt’t2>Nt2 and Nt’t2=Nt”t,>Nt,. 
Therefore the subspaces Nt with t in Tare directed with respect to inclusion and N 
is a subspace. Given s E S and t E T, we choose S’E S and t’E T with ts = s’t’. Then 
(Nt)s=Ns’t’<Nt’&. 
It follows that Ns 5 N for each s E S and, since it is clear that fit 5 N for each t E T, 
that fi is an (S)-module. By (b) 
(S)s=U((St)&t~T)=(HG)n(u(Nt:t~T))=flfl(H~). 
This completes the proof of 3.3. 
3.4. Let 6 : H+M be a nearly surjective derivation from a group H to an infinite 
simple FH-module such that C,(M) = 1, 
(a) If HO is a subgroup of finite index in H, then the set HO6 spans M. 
(b) If K Q H and K is an infinite soluble minimax group, then F(K6) is not a 
minimax group. 
Proof. (a) Let M, = F(H,G) and let {u,, . . . , u,} be a transversal to the right cosets 
of HO in H. Each element of H6 is of the form (lu;)6 = (lS)ui + ujS with 1 E HO and 
is r. Therefore A4 is the union of the cosets MOuj + ujS and a finite set. It follows 
from a result of Neumann [9] that A4,uj has finite index in M for some i. Hence 
IM:M,I is finite, and so the intersection n(A4euj: j<r) is an FH-submodule of 
finite index in M. Thus M=M,, as required. 
(b) If the assertion is false, then the set K6 must be finite. However if 
K, = {k E K: X-6 = 0)) then the map K,k H /cd is a well-defined bijection from the set 
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of cosets of K,, in K to Kc?, so that IK: K,l is finite. Therefore K”I K, for some in- 
teger n > 0. This implies that K” centralizes H6: if k E Kn and h E H, then 
ha(k-l)=(hk)&h&=(kh+h)6-ho=k’ ‘6h=O. 
Since H6 spans M we conclude that Kn centralizes M and so is trivial. Because K 
is minimax it follows that K is finite, and this is a contradiction. 
Our next results are concerned more specifically with the structure of [FH-modules 
M as modules for normal subgroups K such that H/K is infinite cyclic. We will only 
be able to find such normal subgroups after replacing H by a subgroup of finite in- 
dex, and so we have to study derivations with somewhat smaller images than nearly 
surjective derivations. 
3.5. Let 6: H+M be a derivation to an FH-module M, and let K be a normal 
subgroup of H such that H/K=Z. Suppose that M= F(H6) and that there are 
elements m ,,...,mdofMsuch thatM=(m,h+ha:i<d,hEH}, andsupposefur- 
ther that M/F(KG) is not finitely generated as an FK-module. Then there exist an 
element t of H with H=K(t) and an FK-module M, containing F(K6) such that 
(a) MOt’<MOt’+’ for each i and M= U(M,t’: i>O), and 
(b) (M, t’+ l/M,) \ (M,, t ‘/MO) is a union of at most d K-orbits in M/M,, for each 
i20. 
It is convenient to perform part of the proof of 3.5 separately. 
3.6. With the hypotheses of 3.5, choose t E H such that H= K( t>. Then either 
(i) for some r<O the element t’6 is an FK-linear combination of elements of 
K6U {tjS:j.Z,j>r}, or 
(ii) for some r>O the element t’6 is an FK-linear combination of elements of 
K6U {tja:jEZ, j<r}. 
Proof. For some I<d the set r of positive integers i such that 
tC’&t’oE{m,h+h8:hEH} 
is infinite. For each i E r choose hi E H with 
tt’6-t’&=m,h,+h,o, 
and write h,-’ = t”(‘) ki with n(i) E Z and k, E K. Thus 
t~‘6h,~‘-t’6h,~‘=m,+hj6h,~‘=m,-h;~’6, 
and 
(t 
,I(r)Pia_ t”(I)+’ &k,=(t-‘a- t’6)t ‘lci)ki = m, _ t”(‘)ak, _ k;a. 
So if i, jg I-, then we have a relation 
f”(i)~i~k;_t”(‘)+‘~ki+fn(i)~k;+k;~ 
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The smallest integer r for which t’6 appears in this relation is min(n(i) - i, n(j) -j), 
and if r < 0 and n(i) - i # n(j) -j we have a relation yielding conclusion (i). Similarly 
conclusion (ii) holds if max(n(i) + i, n(j) + j) > 0 and n(i) + i# n( j) + j. For distinct 
i, j we plainly cannot have both n(i) - i = n( j) -j and n(i) + i = n( j) + j, nor can we 
have min(n(i) - i, n(j) -j) 2 max(n(i) + i, n(j) + j). Therefore if the lemma were 
false, then for all distinct i, j we would have either 
(a) min(n(i) - i, n(j) -j) 2 0 and n(i) + i = n(j) + j, or 
(b) max(n(i) + i, n(j) + j) I 0 and n(i) - i = n(j) -j. 
Fix i~r. The jer for which (a) holds satisfy 
2jsn(j)+j=n(i)+i, 
and those for which (b) holds satisfy 
2j<j-n(j)=i-n(i). 
Since r is infinite this is a contradiction, and the lemma follows. 
Proof of 3.5. By 3.6 we can choose t E H and integers r<O and SI 1 such that 
H =K( t) and such that t’6 is an iFK-linear combination of elements of the set 
X=K6U {t’6:r<irs}. 
We define A&, to be the iFK-module generated by X. Thus A4, < A4 since M,/F(KG) 
is finitely generated as an [FK-module. Of course A4,t’ is an (FK-module for each i, 
since Ku H. The [FK-module k&C’ is generated by Xt-‘, and so by the elements 
k6t-‘=t-‘6k’ ‘+k’+-t-l6 (~EK) 
and 
t’6t~‘=t’-‘6-t~16 (r<i<s). 
Since t’6 E MO, these elements belong to M,, and so M, t C’ IM,. It follows that 
M&M,t’+’ for all integers i. Suppose jss and tj& EM,,; then 
tj~‘g=tJ6t~‘+t-‘6EMo. 
Thus tjdeA4, for alljls. If i>O and tSf’SeMoti, then 
t s+i+lS=ts+ist+tsEMoti+l. 
We conclude that uiMO t’ contains tjb for every integer j and so contains t’ka = 
tjsk + kb for every j and every k E K. Because H6 spans A4 by hypothesis it follows 
that M=UiUoti, and therefore that A40t’<Mot’+1 for each i. 
If lsd and h=tjkeHwith jeZ and keK, then 
m,h+h~=(m,tj+tj~)k+kcS=(m,tj+tj~)k modA&. 
Thus the hypothesis implies that each K-orbit in M/M, contains elements of the 
form Ma + (m,tj+ t’6) with I5 d and j E Z. For each i 2 0 and each 15 d at most one 
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of these elements lies in (M,-,t ‘+ l/M,) \ (Met’/&): if MO + (m,tj+ tjd) lies in this 
set and n >O, then since 
(m,ti+tjS)t”~Motit”” and t”d~MOt”, 
the element 
m/t j+n + tj+,d = (mltjS + tja)t” + t”6 
cannot lie in Mot’+” and so cannot lie in M, t’+‘. Thus for each i> 0 the set 
(M,t”‘/M,)\(M,t’/1M,) is a union of at most d K-orbits, as required. 
We shall apply 3.5 in conjunction with the following result, which will show that 
if H is a soluble minimax group, then M,t’/A4, is finite for all i>O: 
3.7. Let H be a soluble minimax group, with m(H) = m, and suppose that M is an 
H-module having a proper submodule N such that M \ N is a union of d H-orbits 
(where d is finite). Then any chain of submodules of N with infinite factors has 
length at most md. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise, so that there is a chain 
O=N,<N,< ..+N,=N 
with infinite factors, where I= md + 1. For XE N write 19(x) for the least i such 
that XEN;. Choose UEM\N. Let S, ,..., S, be the non-empty sets of the form 
oHfl (N+ u) with u EM, and for each is c choose ui E Sj with 8(uj - u) as small as 
possible. Thus if i, j 5 I then ui H n (Nj + u) is non-empty if and only if ui E NJ + u, 
and so for each j we have 
N~+u~~(u~H~(N~+u)~u~EN~+u)~~(U~H~(N~+U;)~u~~N~+u). (*) 
Forjll and i<c write H;j={hEH:Ui(h-l)ENj}. Thus for each i we have a 
chain (H;j :j< I) of subgroups of H, and IH,,,, 1 : Hijl can be infinite for at most m 
values of j. Since c< d and I= md + 1 there must be an index k such that 
lHi,k+, : Hik 1 is finite for each i. Now if il c, then Ui h E u,Hfl (Nk+ I + u,) if and 
only if uj(h-l)ENk+l, so that 
U;Hn(N,+,+U;)=UiH,,k+l. 
If hl, hzEHi,k+r and h2 = hh, with I?E Hik, then 
ThUS (U;H) fI (Nk+ 1 + Ui) lies in a union of at most IHi, k+, : Hik 1 cosets of Nk in N. 
It follows from (*) that Nk+, is a union of finitely many cosets of Nk, and 
therefore that Nk+t/Nk is finite. This contradiction completes the proof of 3.7. 
Our next objective is to prove the following result: 
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3.8. Let H be a group having a torsion-free abelian normal subgroup A # 1 of finite 
rank which is disjoint from the FC-centre of H, and let A4 be an [FH-module. Sup- 
pose that for some non-zero element m of A4 there is an ideal I+0 of IFA such that 
ml= 0 and such that the H-orbit of [I] is finite. Then there exist a normal subgroup 
H, of finite index in H, an [FH,-submodule L # 0 of M and a subgroup B Q H, with 
1~ B<A such that B/CB(I) is a torsion-group for each IE L. 
The definition of [I] will be given below. The proof of 3.8 depends on an impor- 
tant theorem of Brookes [4]. We also need some elementary results concerning 
ideals in group rings. These are similar to some of the results in [4, Section 21; 
however we adopt a somewhat different approach. 
Let A be a torsion-free abelian group of finite rank and Ha group which operates 
on A. We say that a subgroup A, of A is dense in A if A/A0 is a torsion-group. 
3.9. Let I be an ideal of [FA. Then there is a finitely generated ense subgroup A, 
of A such that, for each subgroup A, of finite index in A,, the map 
is a bijection from the set of minimal primes of LFA, over In [FA, to the set of 
minimal primes of [FA , over I(3 [FA , . 
A proof of 3.9 is contained in the first paragraph of the proof of [4, Lemma 2.11. 
A subgroup A, with the above property will be called an Z-local subgroup. Of 
course, if A, is Z-local, then so is every subgroup of finite index in A,,. 
If I,, I2 are ideals of [FA, we write I, - I2 if I, fl LFA, = I2 n [FA, for some finitely 
generated dense subgroup A, of A. So - is an equivalence relation, and H acts on 
the equivalence classes. We write [Z] for the equivalence class containing an ideal I. 
We say that an equivalence class gis minimal over an ideal I if there exist an ideal 
JE %and an Z-local subgroup A, such that Jfl IFA, is a minimal prime of [FA, over 
zn [FAo. 
3.10. (a) If E? is minimal over I, then gh is minimal over Ih for each h E H. 
(b) If g is minimal over I, and I, - 12, then $9 is minimal over 12. 
(c) If A, is I-local and Q is a minimal prime of LFA, over Zfl [FA,, then there is 
a minimal prime P of [FA over Z such that P 0 [FA, = Q. 
(d) The set of classes minimal over I is finite and non-empty. 
Proof. Assertion (a) is clear, and assertion (c) follows from the first four lines of 
the proof of [4, Lemma 2.21. To prove (b) we choose JE ‘v?? and finitely generated 
dense subgroups A,, A,, A, such that I, fl [FA, = Z2 n [FA,, such that A, is I, -local 
with Jn [FA, minimal over I, fl [FA, and such that A, is I,-local. So if 
B=A, 0 A, rl A,, then B is I,-local and Jfl5B is minimal over Zr fl [FB, which 
equals I, n 5B. 
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It remains to prove (d). Let A, be an Z-local subgroup. Certainly the set 
{Q ], . . . , Q,} of minimal primes of [F/l, over Zfl [F/l, is finite and non-empty. For 
each i we may choose by (c) a minimal prime Pi of IFA over Z with Pi fl [FA, = Q, ; 
thus [P;] is minimal over I. Now suppose that ‘6? is minimal over I. Choose .ZE E? 
and an Z-local subgroup Ai such that .Zfl [FA; is minimal over Zfl [FA;. So 
Jn IF(A, fl AA) is minimal over Zfl [F(A,, tl Ah) as Ah is Z-local. On the other hand, 
as A, is Z-local, the minimal primes of ff (A, fl AA) over Zfl LF(A, fl AA) are the ideals 
Qin [F(A,nAA), so that for some j we have 
Jn F(A, n A;) = Qj n F(A, n A,$ = Pj fI IF(A, fI A& 
Hence J- Pj and ‘&?E {[P;]: is r>. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now suppose that Z is an ideal of IFA such that the H-orbit of [I] is finite, and 
let @ be minimal over I. If h lies in the stabilizer of [I], then ‘E? h is minimal over 
Zh by (a), so is minimal over Z by (b). Therefore the stabilizer of [I] permutes the 
finitely many classes minimal over I; and it follows that the H-orbit of giis finite. 
By (c) the class g contains a minimal prime P of [FA over I, and so [4, Theorem 
A] becomes relevant: 
3.11. (Brookes [4, Theorem A]) Zf P is aprime ideal of FA such that (1 + P) fl A = 1 
and such that the H-orbit of [P] is finite, then P= (P fl FB)FA, where B is the 
subgroup of elements of A having finite H-orbits. 
For each ideal I, write I’ for the subgroup (1 + I) fl A. Suppose h E H and I- Zh. 
If A, is a finitely generated dense subgroup of A with Zfl FAO=Zh fl [FA,, then we 
have 
It f-l A, = (Zh)+ fl A, = (Z+)h f-I A 0. 
However since A/A, is a torsion group, any subgroup of A has the same isolator 
in A as its intersection with A,. Thus It and (Zt)h have the same isolator. This 
shows that the isolator of Zt is fixed by the stabilizer in H of [I]. 
We are now ready for the 
Proof of 3.8. Of course, the action of H on A is to be by conjugation. Let A,, be 
an Z-local subgroup and let Qr, . . . , Q, be the minimal primes of [FA, over Zn FA,. 
By 3.10 (c) we can find minimal primes P,, . . . , P, of FA over Z such that P, fl FA, = 
Qi for each i. From the remarks above there is a normal subgroup Ho of finite in- 
dex in H which fixes each class [Pi] and so fixes the isolator of each subgroup P/. 
If P/ were trivial for some i, then Brookes’ Theorem 3.11 and the fact that A is 
disjoint from the FC-centre of H would yield Pi=0 and hence Z=O. This is a con- 
tradiction. Write Bj for the isolator in A of Pi’. Since A/A0 is periodic, Bj is also 
the isolator of the subgroup 
Di=(l+P;)nAo=(l+Q;)~A,, 
so that Dj is dense in B;. 
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We have (Qt .a+ Q,)“lZn IFA0 for some n and thus 
m ii (Di-l)“=O. 
I 
Therefore for some i there is a non-zero element rn’ such that m’(D; - 1) = 0, and, 
for this choice of i, the set 
L= {IEM: C,,(l) is dense in Bi} 
is non-zero. Clearly L is an [FE&-submodule since He normalizes B, , and the result 
follows. 
We conclude this section with two easy results. The first of these is very probably 
known. 
3.12. Let H be a free abelian group of rank n and let { vl, . . . , vk} be a finite family 
of homomorphisms from H onto Z. Define Si = {h E H: v, (h) 2 0} for each i and 
S = nSi. If (S) has rank n, then (S II ker Vj> has rank n - 1 for some j% k. 
Proof. Discarding some of the homomorphisms vi if necessary, we can assume that 
the intersection nSi is irredundant. 
Let et, . . . . e, be elements of S generating a subgroup of rank n. Choose j< k, 
choose feH with Vj(f)<O and vi(f)20 for i#j, and define g,=Vj(e,)f-Vj(f)e, 
for each Iln. Thus v,(g/) =0 and Vi(g,)ZO for each i#j and SO g,EStl (ker Vj). 
Since 
(g ,,...,gn,f)2(~el,...,~e,), 
where A= vj (f), it follows that (S tl ker Vj> has rank n - 1. 
3.13. (a) Let Ml, . . . , h4, be non-empty sets and let Y,, . . . , Y, be subsets of the Car- 
tesian product M=M, x ... x M, with union M. Then for some i 5 r the projection 
of Y; in Mi equals Mi, 
(b) Let 6: H+M be a nearly surjective derivation to a simple FH-module and 
let H, be a normal subgroup of finite index in H. Thus M is a direct sum of 
simple FH,-modules. Write V,, . . . , V, for the homogeneous components and 
Hi = {h E H: I/; h = F$} for each i. Then for each i the product ai : Hi -+ F$ of the map 
4, and the projection map from M to y. is a nearly surjective derivation to a 
simple IFHi -module. 
Proof. (a) We argue by induction on r, the result being clear if r= 1. Suppose that 
r> 1 and that x is an element of M, not in the projection of Y,. Then 
MI x . ..xM._,x{x}<Y,U...UY,_, 
and so some Y projects onto Mi by induction. 
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(b) Clearly I$ is a simple FH,-module and the map di is a derivation. Therefore 
we have merely to show that 6i is nearly surjective, and we do this just for i = 1. Let 
t1, ... 3 t, be coset representatives for the right cosets of H, in H with Vi t, = F for 
each i and let E be the finite set A4\ H6. Thus M is the union of the sets 
(H, tj)b U E, and by (a) the set (H, t;)s U E projects onto K for some i. So therefore 
does 
{m-t;6:m~(H,t;)6UE}=H,&;U{m-t;6:m~E}. 
We conclude that the set 
((H~6)tiU{m-ti6:mEE})t~“=(H~6)U{(m-ti6)t~’:mEE} 
projects onto K t,:’ = V,, and the result follows. 
4. Proof of Theorem B 
We suppose Theorem B false, and let no be the least integer for which there exist 
a soluble minimax group H with m(H)=no and a nearly surjective derivation 6 
from H to an H-module A4 which is not a minimax group. By 2.8 we can choose 
H, 6 and A4 such that M is a faithful simple H-module and such that H has a non- 
trivial torsion-free abelian normal subgroup A disjoint from the FC-centre of H. 
Choosing such a normal subgroup A of smallest possible rank, we may assume that 
H acts rationally irreducibly on A by conjugation. Since m(H) = no there are no 
nearly surjective derivations from subgroups of infinite index in H to modules which 
are not minimax groups. As a simple module, M is an F-vector space for some prime 
field F. 
We proceed to derive a contradiction in a number of steps. 
(a) M is an FA-torsion module 
There is a prime p with AP < A. Set B = AP and define P, I%? and A as in 3.1. 
Then 6 1~ : A-I@ is a nearly surjective derivation. If 1 H: I? were infinite, then I%? 
would be minimax and so 5(B6) would be minimax, in contradiction to 3.4(b). 
Therefore IH: r? 1 is finite, and by 3.4(a) M=&i. Assume that M is not an FA- 
torsion module. Being a simple FH-module it is therefore ifA-torsion-free and so 
FB-torsion-free. Thus (by 3.3(a)) P is isomorphic to the augmentation ideal of IFB, 
and, since M/P is FB-torsion while M is ffB-torsion-free, M embeds as an FB- 
module in the field of fractions of FB. In particular M has no free FB-submodules 
of rank greater that one and so can have no non-zero free FA-submodules. This is 
a contradiction. 
(b) We can assume that A/CA (m) is periodic for each m EM 
It follows from (a) that the FA-module P= F(A6) is isomorphic to a proper 
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quotient of the augmentation ideal of [FA, and therefore the annihilator ideal 
Z={re[FA :Pr=O} is non-zero. Let D=C,(A). For deD and a~,4 we have 
daZ(a-l)=da(a-l)Z=ad(d-l)Z=aaZ(d-l)=O, 
so that (F(DG))Z5CM(A). Because C,(A) is an [FH-submodule and H acts 
faithfully on M we have C,(A) = 0. Therefore Z is the annihilator of F(D6). 
We now use the notation and results of 3.3; note that H/D is abelian by finite 
since H acts rationally irreducibly on A. Choose a finitely generated dense subgroup 
A, of A. If SES, then Ns-‘ZS~‘=O and so ZS~‘<Z since A!-‘rN. Therefore the 
chain ((IS’) tl [FA, : iz 0) of ideals of the Noetherian ring [FA, is increasing, and 
(IS’) fl lFA,=(ZS” ‘) rl lFA, for some i. Hence Zn (IFA; ‘) =ZS fl ([F&l), and in the 
terminology of the discussion of 3.8 we have Z-IS. It follows that the stabilizer of 
[I] in H contains (S). This subgroup cannot have infinite index in H: if it did, by 
3.3(c) the map 6 1 tsj would show that I? is minimax, so that F(D6) is minimax, in 
contradiction to 3.4. Therefore the H-orbit of [I] is finite, and we can apply 3.8. 
This yields a normal subgroup H, of finite index in H, an [FH,-submodule L #0 of 
M and a subgroup B Q H, with 1 < BI A such that B/CB(I) is periodic for each 
IEL. 
Let L, be an irreducible [FH,-submodule of L. Thus B/CB(l) is periodic for each 
I in L, and indeed for each I in the homogeneous component 5 containing L, . We 
set HI = {h E H: V, h = VI }. By 3.13 there is a nearly surjective derivation 6t from 
HI to the simple FH, -module V, . If 1 E Vr and h E H,, then B/C,(lh-‘) is periodic 
and hence so is Bh/(C,(/hP l))h =Bh/C’,h(l). Therefore for each 1~ Vi the group 
Al/C,,(I) is periodic, where A,=<BH1). Write C=CH,(V,). By 2.1 C6, is a 
minimax H, -submodule of V, , and 6, induces a nearly surjective derivation from 
H,/C to V,/(C&,). If C is infinite, then m(H,/C) < m(H) so that Vt/C6t is 
minimax; thus C, is minimax and so is M, being a sum of IH: H, 1 subgroups 
isomorphic to Vi. Because this is a contradiction C must be finite, and in particular 
disjoint from A,. Moreover Cat is also finite. If it were non-zero, then [F would be 
finite and C6i would be an FH, -submodule of Vt , and again we would conclude 
that Vi and A4 are finite. Therefore C&i =O. We write a2 for the nearly surjective 
derivation from HI/C to V, induced by at, and we replace H, M, 6, A by H, /C, 
V,, J2 and a subgroup of A, C/C on which H, acts rationally irreducibly. It is clear 
that all the required conditions are satisfied. 
(c) Define D= C,(A) and A,= C,(D6). Then A/A, is periodic and 
A,={aEA:a~=O} 
Choose a finitely generated dense subgroup A, = (a,, . . . ,a,) of A. By (b) there 
are positive integers fjj such that (a;t?)(ap - 1) = 0 for all i, j< r. Let t be the least 
common multiple of all the to; thus A, = Ai centralizes each ais. But if 6,) b2 E A 
and br 6, b26 are centralized by A,, then so is (b, b;‘)6 = (b, 6- b,6)b,‘. 
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Therefore 
Let LED and SEA,. Then 
d&b - 1)2= b&d- 1)(6 - 1) = bS(b - l)(d- 1) = 0. 
However some power of b centralizes da from step (b), so that the minimal 
polynomial of b on the IF(b)-module generated by da divides both (X- l)* and 
X” - 1 for some positive integer n. Therefore b centralizes dS if [F = Q, while if 
[F = EP we have 
O=&(b- l)P=&(bP- l), 
and bP centralizes da. So in each case a subgroup of finite index in A, centralizes 
D6, and the first assertion follows. 
For ~EA, and aeA we have 
b&a- 1)=0&b- l)=O. 
Therefore 
&61C,(A)=O. 
On the other hand, if a EA and aa = 0, then for d ED we have 
dd(a- l)=&(d-l)=O, so that ~EC,(DG)=A,. 
The symbols D, A,, retain the meanings given to them above for the rest of this 
section, and for each subgroup B of A we write B” = C,(B). We need the follow- 
ing lemma: 
4.1. Suppose that B, IA, and that W is a subsemigroup of H containing D and 
satisfying B;Y< B, for each w E W. Then the family (BT w: w E W) of subspaces of 
M is directed with respect to inclusion and the set Mw= U (BP w : w E W) is an 
[F( W)-submodule. Moreover if h E H, then ha EM, if and only if By<A,h for 
some w E W. 
Proof. This is rather similar to the proof of 3.3. For each WE W we have BI 2 B,W 
and hence BP <BP w. If w,, w2e W, then by 3.2 there are w’, W”E W with 
-1 
W2Wl 
w/-l 
w”. Thus w’wZ = w“w, and BP w’w2 contains both BP w, and BP w2. It 
follows that the B,” are directed and that their union is a subspace. Another ap- 
plication of 3.2 shows that this subspace is an F( W)-submodule. 
If BfsB, and bEB,, then 
(x-‘6)(b-l)=xP’b&xP16=(bXx-‘)a-x-’6=bx6x-’=O. 
Thus w-’ 6 E B,” for each w E W. Therefore if w E W, then ha E B,O w if and only if 
(hw-’ >S E BP. However if h’E H, then h’6 E BP if and only if for each b E B, the 
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element 
h’6(b- l)=h’bs-h’6=(bh’~‘g)h, 
vanishes, and this is the case if and only if B:‘-‘sA,. The lemma follows. 
(d) There are subgroups H,, K of H with IH: H,I finite, with K normal in H, and 
H,/K infinite cyclic, and with M/F(KG) not finitely generated as an FK-module 
Since H/D is finitely generated and abelian by finite, it has a free abelian normal 
subgroup H, /D of finite index. Let N= F(D6) and S = {h E H : ha EN}, and write 
T=S-‘. Lemma 3.3(c) and the fact that m(H)=no ensure that IH: (T)l is finite, 
and it follows from 3.2 that /H: (H, n T) I is finite. 
Let B be a subgroup of H, flA on which H, acts rationally irreducibly and let 
B, = A, n B. Write R = End,,, (B). Thus R is an integral domain since DI C,, (B). 
Moreover, regarded as a group, R can be embedded in B, so that R is minimax. We 
indicate with bars the images in R of elements and subsets of H,. 
If t E HI n T, then NtrN by 3.3(b), and so A&A, since A,= C,(N); thus 
Choose a subgroup B, of finite index in B, such that H, fl TsJ and such that 
m(R/J) is as small as possible, where J= {r E R : B, rs B1 }. Let 1 be the integral 
closure of J in R. So I .f: JI is finite; say nJ^s J. Write B, = nB, 1. Thus B2 2 nB, , 
so that I B. : B2 I is finite, and B, = B, j. If {r E R : B,r 5 B2} contains J^ properly we 
have a contradiction to the minimal choice of m(R/J). Therefore, replacing B,, J 
by B,, J^ respectively, we can ensure that J is integrally closed in R. 
First suppose J= R. Then B,: I B1 for all h E H,, and so B1 Q H, . Therefore for 
beB, and heH, we have bhm 6=bS=O, so that 
O=bh-‘6h=(bhm’h)6-h8=(hb)&ha=h8(b-1). 
It follows that B, centralizes the set H,6, which spans M by 3.4, and that 
B, I C,(M) = 1. This leads to a contradiction, because B1 has finite index in B,, 
which is dense in B. 
Therefore J< R. Since J is integrally closed in R, it is the intersection with R of 
certain valuation rings in the field of fractions of R, corresponding to valuations 
v,, . . . . vk, say. So if T,={h~H,:B~~B,}, then 
T, =A, tl J={hEA, : vi(h)?0 for each i}. 
Now H, fI TI J, so that H, n TI 7;) and therefore IR, : ( Tl) / is finite. From 3.12 
it follows that for some i the subsemigroup 
generates a subgroup I? of A, with A,/K infinite cyclic by finite. Let T2, K be the 
full preimages of TZ, Z? in H, and let Ho/K be an infinite cyclic subgroup of H, /K. 
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Thus K=(T,). For i=l, 2 define M~=U(BPW: WET). By 4.1, M; is an F(T)- 
module and its inverse image under 6 contains T,-’ and is closed under right 
multiplication by T,. Therefore ( T,)S<M, for each i. Because IH: ( T,) 1 is finite 
it follows from 3.4 that Mr =M. 
Suppose that M/F(KG) is finitely generated as an iFK-module; say M is generated 
by F(K6) and the finite subset X. Since the spaces BP w with w E T, are directed and 
have union M there is an element w of T, with XI BP w and so with XS M, w. NOW 
M2 w is the 1FK-module generated by BP w, since M2 is clearly the [FK-module 
generated by BP and since K is normal in (T,). As in the proof of 4.1 we have 
BP I B,O w, and therefore M,<M, w. However F(KG)<M, and so M2 w contains 
F(K6) as well as X. It follows that M2 w = M and that M2 = Mw- ’ = M. 
Therefore to show that M/F(KG) is not finitely generated as an 1FK-module, it is 
enough to show that M2< M. If M2 =M, then the inverse image U of M2 in H 
under the map 6 must equal H, and so it certainly suffices to prove that if XE TI 
and x’ E U for all positive integers I, then x E T2. 
Let j= IB,: B,l and suppose xE T, fl U. Thus B,W<AZ; for some WET, by 4.1, 
and indeed B;“‘s B,X since B W = B = BX. We have jiiC’ E R, and furthermore 
B,(jl;iY’)=(B;“X ‘)j<Bi<B,, 
so that jmx- ’ E J. Therefore 
OIVj(jWZpl)=Vj(j)+Vi(W)-V;(x)=Vi(j)--j(R), 
and Vi(K) 5 v;(j). It follows that if XE T, and X’E U for all I > 0, then 
vi(j) L Vi (Z’) = 1Vi (.Y) 
for all I > 0, and so v;(x) I 0. Since x E T, we also have vi (.?) 2 0, so that x E Fz and 
XE T,, as required. 
(e) The final contradiction 
We are now in a position to exploit 3.5, with the subgroups H,, K constructed 
in step (d) playing the roles of H, Kin this result. By 2.4 we have M= F(H,6). If 
{x r, . . . ,x,.} is a transversal to the cosets xH, of H, in H, then each element of H6 
is of the form (Xih)6=(xi6)h+ha with ilr and heHo. We define rn,=x;d for ilr 
and let M\HJ={m,.+,,..., md}, SO that mi=mi. 1+ 16 for r-cisd. 
Therefore the hypotheses of 3.5 are satisfied. We conclude that there is an FK- 
submodule M, 2 lF(K6) and there is t E H, generating H, modulo K such that 
the [FK-submodules M, t’ with i> 0 form a strictly increasing chain with union M 
and such that each set (Mot ‘+ l/M,) \ (M,,t’/M,) is a union of at most d K-orbits. 
The factor modules (M, t” ‘)/(M,t’) are (t)-conjugate, so are either all infinite or 
all finite. However if they were infinite, we would have a contradiction to 3.7, on 
considering the module M, t’+ ’ /M, where I = dm(K) + 2. We conclude that M, t’/M, 
is finite for each i>O, and so is each MO/M0 t pi. 
Let N= lF(D6), so that NIM,. By step (c), A/A, is a torsion group; let A,/A, 
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be its least subgroup of finite index. Since A, centralizes N, Al must act trivially 
on each finite FA-module image of N, and in particular on each N/(NnMOfP’). 
ThereforeN(Ar-1)1L,whereL=r)(Met-’:i?O). Writen=lA:A,l. SinceLis 
an [FE&,-submodule and since A” is &-invariant and lies in A,, we have 
(N(F&,))(A”- 1)sL. If LED and ~EH,,, then 
thus since A4= F(H,6) we have M(D- 1)s N(F&). However M(D- 1) is a non- 
zero IFH-submodule of A4 and so N([FHe) =M. We conclude that M(A” - l)<L; 
and since M(A” - 1) is an FH-submodule and 0 <M(A” - 1) <A4 we have a con- 
tradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem B. 
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